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ABSTRACT: The Internet of Things (IoT) could be described as the pervasive and global network which aids and provides a 

system for the monitoring and control of the physical world through the collection, processing and analysis of generated data 

by IoT sensor devices. The main drivers for this growth are our everyday devices such as cars, refrigerators, fans, lights, 

mobile phones and other operational technologies including the manufacturing infrastructures which are now becoming 

connected systems across the world. It is apparent that security will pose a fundamental enabling factor for the successful 

deployment and use of most IoT applications and in particular secure routing among IoT sensor nodes thus, mechanisms 

need to be designed to provide secure routing communications for devices enabled by the IoT technology. This survey analyzes 

existing routing protocols and mechanisms to secure routing communications in IoT, as well as the open research issues. We 

further analyze how existing approaches ensure secure routing in IoT, their weaknesses, threats to secure routing in IoT and 

the open challenges and strategies for future research work for a better secure IoT routing. 
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INTRODUCTION 

With the advancement in mobile computing and wireless communications, a new paradigm known as the 

Internet of Things (IoT) is swiftly generating a lot of research interest and industrial revolution. The Internet 

of Things (IoT) could be described as the pervasive and global network, which aids and provides a system 

for the monitoring and control of the physical world through the collection, processing and analysis of 

generated data by IoT sensor devices. These devices have built-in sensing and communication interfaces 

such as sensors, radio frequency identification devices (RFID), Global Positioning devices (GPS), infrared 

sensors, laser scanners, actuators, wireless LANs and even Local Area Networks (LANs) interfaces These 

“things” can be connected to the internet and hence could be controlled and managed remotely. These 

devices could interact among themselves (Machine-to-Machine (M2M)) by way of sending and receiving 

information, sensing the environmental temperature, pressure etc. while transmitting same to other devices 

for further processing or other actions[1]. According to International Telecommunications Union (ITU) and 

the IoT European Research Cluster (IERC) the Internet of Things (IoT) is defined as a vivacious worldwide 

network infrastructure with self-configuring capabilities centered on standard and interoperable 

communication protocols in which physical and virtual “things” have identities, physical features and 

virtual characteristics, communicate via intelligent interfaces and integrate into the information network in 

a seamless fashion IoT can be viewed as a fusion of heterogeneous networks that brings not only the same 

security challenges present in sensor networks, mobile telecommunications and the internet but also some 

peculiar and accentuated issues, like, network privacy problems, authentication on a heterogeneous 

network, access control challenges and secure routing among these heterogeneous devices[2].  

These "things" can be associated with the web and henceforth could be controlled and overseen distantly. 

These gadgets could interface among themselves (Machine-to-Machine (M2M)) via sending and accepting 

data, detecting the natural temperature, pressure and so forth while sending same to different gadgets for 

additional handling or different activities[3]. As per worldwide Broadcast Communications Association 

(ITU) and the IoT European Exploration Group (IERC) the Web of Things (IoT) is characterized as a fiery 

overall organization framework with self configuring capacities focused on norm and interoperable 

correspondence conventions in which physical and virtual "things" have personalities, actual highlights and 

virtual attributes, convey by means of astute interfaces and coordinate into the data network in a consistent 

manner[4].  

IoT can be seen as a combination of heterogeneous organizations that brings not just a similar security 

challenges present in sensor networks, versatile broadcast communications and the web yet in addition 

some exceptional and highlighted issues, similar to, network security issues, validation on a heterogeneous 

organization, access control challenges and secure steering among these heterogeneous gadgets[5]. Making 

the way toward steering secure enough in IoT is much all the more testing. This basic requirement for 

making sure about the directing cycle between various IoT gadgets across numerous heterogeneous 

organizations needs critical examination commitments. Momentum research discoveries show that IT 

security dangers for 2013–2015 are dangers that stay alive just with the presence of an organization and 
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they include: botnets, malware, Disavowal of-Administration (DoS) assaults on monetary administrations 

and Appropriated Disavowal of Administration (DDoS) assaults, electronic malware, android malware and 

spam. In this review, we investigate the IoT steering conventions as a rule what's more, examine not many 

of the key secure IoT directing conventions and their weaknesses to assaults during steering[6].  

The commitment of this paper is triple. To start with, we present the Web of Things and its significance 

just as developing patterns in today\'s worldwide IT situation. Second, the paper gives an outline of the 

dangers related with IoT directing and recognizes not many of the exploration challenges as examined by 

the examination organization. In conclusion, the paper quickly features a portion of the potential exploration 

bearings in accomplishing secure what's more, manageable directing among IoT gadgets. To the best of our 

information, this review paper is the first of its sort planning to give specialists and perusers a wide review 

on the unique research discoveries and proposed arrangements on the issue of secure directing among IoT 

gadgets. The remainder of the paper is coordinated as follows. Area 2 quickly discusses the security and 

energy utilization in IoT organizations. The directing conventions are examined in Segment 3. This is trailed 

by Areas 4 and 5 that, separately, examine the weaknesses to IoT directing and trust in IoT secure directing. 

A diagram of the issues and difficulties of secure directing in IoT is given in Area 6 lastly, in Segment 7 

we finish up the overview.  

DISCUSSION 

 Security and Energy Consumption: 

IoT has various promising uses, including commercial (oil sensing, smart vehicle transportation, smart 

houses, wearables, healthcare, automobile, and smart grid system. To keep the IoT network activities, the 

areas smooth protection (including the) is the main subject of IoT research connection of various IoT nodes 

between the sensor nodes) and (b) energy use. In the next segment, we have explored the two things which 

are important to the IoT revolution[7]. 

Availability: The supply of network networks is available on either layer of a network to each node and 

guarantee the longevity of all network resources even under malicious circumstances angrier. As IoT is 

used in important and critical fields security on accessibility and facets of the digital economy the highest 

priority would be reliability. 

Authenticity: A mechanism by which nodes must be identified prove their own identity on the network and 

themselves. It's required to defend network security against nodes that might interrupt or win the network 

entry and thus disrupting the network infrastructure to sensitive knowledge. Because several nodes are 

heterogeneously transmitted authentication of nodes is expected in fashion to deter illegal nodes IoT 

network control access[8]. 

Confidentiality:  Information assured secrecy is not available and the wrong source is revealed. It guarantees 

ad hoc networks malicious nodes do nicht gain access to essential routing without authorization or info, 

either from or during any valid node transit information. Prohibition of secrecy content knowing and 

reaching untrusted nodes of transmitting critical data. In IoT for the safety of privacy of the exchange of 

information between nodes, routing and encryption of data is necessary to improve network contact 

prevention steps[9]. 

Integrity: This ensures the data obtained by a target node have not been altered in transit by a collision or 

by intentional abuse of an untrusted node while in transit. The submitted data should be transmitted as 

previously. Some of these instances, radio collision data packets could be subject to wave propagation; 

however, packets of data can still be updated to interrupt the network, untrustworthy nodes. in networks of 

IoT, data integrity in the specification should be integrated as an IoT device captures, stores, transmits and 

exchanges data on a given basis standard protocol 

Non-repudiation:  Non-energy requires a source node the ownership of data sent by a recipient node 

Identical receipt. No one should deny anybody's information if the information is submitted or obtained. 

Non-repudiation is relevant IoT nodes that are not trusted to be identified and isolated submit incorrect 

knowledge to the network when pretending to deny it the data has been submitted in the underlying network 

topology, IoT unveils new facets of security problems. Since IoT networks are heterogeneous, they are 

more vulnerable to malice than cable assaults networks. The weakness of networks and nodes along with 
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high versatility of evolving topologies render protection for IoT a demanding mission. Things such as 

eavesdropping, wireless networking and false injection The integrity of the network knowledge 

substantially compromises Communication to IoT[10]. 

i. Privacy Issues: Massive numbers of critical IoT devices and private records, such as name, address and 

policy insurance users number etc. Number etc. An example is in the field of health in IoT nodes, personal 

information such as name, address, date of birth and health statistics is being gathered and distributed. 

These problems are compounded while now these data are migrated to the cloud and deployed using 

smartphone apps that use these IoT cameras. The transition of this highly confidential information in the 

IoT networks are immense without appropriate protection precautions concern, as unauthorized workers 

may have access the Information’s. 

ii. Absence of Transport Encryption/Standard: Analysis on PH most devices revealed that the network was 

not encrypted both local network and Internet data transfer. This is what we are talking about is mainly 

attributed to the lack of IoT framework standardization. As these IoT devices confidentially capture and 

distribute data for transport encoding schemes are imperative locations during IoT Network data 

transmission. 

iii. Web Interface Vulnerability: There is a weakness in defence web software used to disable access 

restrictions by hackers. Recurrent cross-site scripting, insecure weak sittings and lack of password 

management were described as serious security problems in their study. And all this in view these devices 

make cloud access, these become cloud access major protection concerns. 

iv. Software and Firmware Vulnerability: As HP has demonstrated, more than 60% of IBDs are vulnerable 

to software and firmware due to the absence of encryption. Computer and firmware update requirements. 

This is what we are talking about. Proves ransomware and firmware may be remotely gained. The above 

results on HP are outlined in the access to these devices by system updates. 

CONCLUSION 

In IoT networks, secure routing plays an essential role in the seamless and safe functioning of the entire 

network. A universal solution applicable to all the routing attacks (present and future attacks) in IoT nodes 

is an intractable problem. This is because most malicious attacks have individual mode of operation and 

preempting future types of attacks may prove rather difficult. However, having a solution that can 

effectively address a number of these routing attacks may prove to be a novel accomplishment. In this 

survey, we carried out an in-depth research study and analysis of the secure routing protocols in IoT 

networks. The different systems currently being used for secure routing communications among the IoT 

nodes are studied. The survey also highlights that traditional IoT routing protocols (6LowPAN and RPL) 

lack appropriate security implementations and discusses in detail the existing literatures elucidating their 

proposals, the limitations and potentials for future extensions. Different security techniques, like, key 

management, cryptography and trust management are explored as well. Moreover, the study showed that 

IoT nodes need reduced energy consumption with lower cost requirements. Based on our discussions in the 

work, a list of recommendations for the future design and developing of secure routing protocols is 

provided. In a nutshell, the recommendations stated that protocol designers, while adhering to security and 

privacy standards of a secure routing protocol, must minimize the security impact on the network in order 

to deliver an acceptable network performance of a data network. As further extension of this work, we plan 

to design and develop secure trust-based IoT routing protocols that will help to deal with common malicious 

attacks in IoT networks. 
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